...brings concepts to life

DIScover the added value

DIScover

Our consistent, highly informative database not only
facilitates a transparent new-build or renovation process
of an asset, it also provides an interoperable future proof
solution to our clients. Experience how the (re)design,
development and management of a building simplifies
with the ‘DIScovered’ Building Information Model and
prepare yourself and your asset for the future!

Deerns Intelligent Scan

output to comply with regulations and business demands, based
on interoperable and up-to-date data integrated with compatible
techniques and parameters.
• Increased performance: All building design and performance
information documented in a uniform database, with easy to update
design documents, confirmed design viability with clash reports and
efficiency improvements.

Functional value

Business value
• Minimised risk: Improved core business activities by reducing

Integrating Engineering Consultancy with BIM and 3D Laser Scan

• Information accuracy: Highly reliable information with a flexible

coordination discrepancies between multiple stakeholders, failure
costs and re-design procedures based on a reliable, informative
database.
• Time saving: An accurate building inventory about its current
state, faster than ever before. It provides real insight into the
severity of works needed.
• OPEX benefit: Reduced complexity with increased functionality
to easily evaluate asset performance and clear advice on optimisation
to benefit Operational Expenditure.
• Portfolio applicability: The opportunity to assess any type of area
or building, depending on what your business needs, due to the
repetitive nature of DIScover’s functionality.

• High transparency: Efficient support, allowing you to transparently
check and communicate all design changes and their impact.

• Effective coordination: Evaluation of the construction, operation
and maintenance planning in a safe virtual environment, by gathering
all data (designs, schedules, occupancy rates) for improved interaction
between all involved parties with better information management and
tracking.
• Facilitated communication: A simplified and efficient
communication platform between different stakeholders.
• Operational excellence: Decision making processes based on
a coordinated design to ensure operational excellence and remarkable
quality. Deerns’ phased implementation allows for tailoring to specific
client needs whilst maintaining the opportunity of enrichment at
a later stage.

Technical value
• Project consistency: The possibility to obtain consistent project
deliverables, connecting different data sources and information types
by connecting technology, BIM and engineering services.
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Providing the best set of services for different asset needs!
DIScover allows for the implementation of a collaborative
and integrated design process by connecting different
data sources and information types. Indeed, a dedicated
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package of services provides reliable support for the
design, construction, renovation and management of
building operations. Deerns’ dedicated services enable the

3D Laser Scanning for an accurate
building inventory
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Get your Building
Information Model

BIM

Deerns can rely on a small camera
that produces accurate 3D laser
scans of the building that will be
renovated or that has just been
built. The 3D laser scan makes it
possible to capture and show the
current state of the building rapidly.

Bill of Quantities

production of a single and valuable uniform database,
storing all design specifics and characteristics of a client’s
asset, usable in the upcoming building life cycle stages.

A complete, flexible and smart
building database
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Prepare for your
future Operation
and Maintenance

Deerns can allocate smart data to the 3D virtual objects in order to produce a
complete Building Information Model (BIM), linking all kinds of information to its
components and systems. Equipment lists, drawings, cost details, component
data sheets, maintenance schedules, environmental certification information
and more, can now be connected to the building database.

VRML

Regulation

CAD Software
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Our services consist of four main stages, each of which
can be offered separately as well, depending on the
client’s needs and the type of project.

A 3D virtual model of the
building and its components

Sourcing &
Procurement

Construction Management

Energy

Deerns uses the registered location of each scan (position)
to generate a “point cloud” that is the base for placing virtual
objects in a model representing the building in 3D with all of
the observed and converted components.

Design & Simulations

Facility Management

Imagine having hypervision of all your building’s
performance, characteristics, in-use data, maintenance
schedules, etc. Imagine being able to monitor everything
from a single desktop and managing the building’s
life cycle performance. Deerns can set up your BIM
compatible with Facility Management data, allowing
you to gain full control again with a correct, complete
and interoperable database.

Our approach and services

DIScover philosophy

Through the conversion of laser scans into a Building
Information Model (BIM), Deerns collects and documents
valuable information in a consistent building database
that serves as an accurate basis for engineering, design,
and construction. Connecting this data to your Facility
Management operations eliminates operational risks and
accelerates the building process.

In order to design, build, operate and maintain buildings,
we have to rapidly solve complex problems, based on
accurate information and reliable analyses. The question
is no longer “why is reliable data important?” but rather
“how can we collect and use data effectively?”. Relying
on the latest technology and advanced engineering
skills, Deerns is introducing DIScover, a safe and reliable
way to accurately evaluate assets, to (re)design the built
environment and prepare it for its future operations.

DIScover is a 4-phased approach that allows facility managers and
building owners to gain full control over their building services systems
in an extremely timely, effective and accurate manner. The approach
allows for gradual implementation and for tailoring to specific client
needs, to increase the value of an asset throughout the entire process.

1. Performing a 3D laser scan for an accurate
building inventory
A renovation process starts with an inventory of the building’s
current operational state, mapping all services and its components.
Traditionally, updating the existing design is time consuming,
expensive and prone to human errors. It results in inaccurate
and unreliable design documents that negatively impact on future
processes. In this phase, Deerns relies on a small-scale camera
that produces accurate 3D laser scans of the renovation site
or newly built site. From these 3D laser scans, Deerns is able
to rapidly capture and present the current state of the building.
This way, we gain complete understanding of issues that
require a solution in terms of space, systems and components.

2. Creating a 3D virtual model of the building and its
components
The 3D scans are a visual representation, but do not yet provide
dynamic information. In this phase, Deerns uses the registered
coordinates of each scan (position) together with the reference
points (orientation) of the scanned grid to generate a “point
cloud”. The “point cloud” becomes the underlay for placing
virtual objects in a model on the actual position of what the objects
actually represent (systems, components,..). The outcome is a
3D virtual representation of the building with all of the observed
and converted components. The virtual model is now adaptable
and will serve as a placeholder (base) for documenting all
available data. This becomes a highly impressive and dynamic
communication tool, facilitating decision-making and providing
reliable support for different stakeholders during the design and
construction.

3. Obtaining a smart Building Information Model (BIM)
as a flexible database
Now Deerns can allocate smart data to the 3D virtual objects in
order to produce a complete Building Information Model (BIM).
Deerns has developed interactive and predefined “information
blocks” that link data in the virtual model to its components and
systems. It allows for the integration of information from design
and building operations: equipment lists, drawings and calculations,
cost details, component data sheets, maintenance schedules,
environmental certification information and more, can now be
connected to this common building platform. For instance, by
clicking on a pipe, one can see its dimension, the values it
contains, which specific zones are serviced by it, which other
pipes it is connected to, etc. It is about having a truly informative
database with the latest compliant data from the building’s
operational state. The BIM database strongly reduces efforts

relating to collecting data, updating, analysing and connecting
different information sources. In addition, Deerns can perform
all the MEP and Sustainability analyses using BIM to develop
a project and provide a performance-optimised design.

4. Prepare your asset’s future by connecting
to facility management
Imagine having a global vision of all building performance,
characteristics, in-use data, maintenance schedules, etc., and
being able to monitor the information from a single desktop.
Deerns can set up BIM such that it is compatible with the
Construction Operations Building information exchange (COBie).
COBie helps capture and record data from the building and each
of its components to make it compatible with Facility Management
data. Deerns thereby correctly implements the latest building
corrections and stores the information that is useful for the
updated operational phase. This results in a complete virtual
representation and use of the building which is essential to
support management and operations once the building is in
service (again). It allows for building owners and facility managers
to regain control of their asset with a correct, complete and
interoperable database which allows for management of the
building life cycle performance and scheduling of future
renovations or fit-outs, all in a safe and virtual environment.

DIScover generates added value in
the different building life cycle stages
(Re)Design
During the design stage, it is imperative to have up-to-date and
consistent data. Without a correct inventory, the margin of error
only increases further along the process. It has been estimated
that any saving which occurs during the design stage can result in
a saving of 20 times greater in the construction stage and additionally
60 times times greater during the operational stage. With your
(re)designed BIM, Deerns can provide clash reports to minimise
discrepancies in the design and significantly reduce failure costs.

Construction
The model improves planning and logistics processes which in
turn shorten project realisation. Additionally, we are able to integrate
information that allows for an evaluation of operation during
construction, reducing the risk of operational failures or fall-outs.
This provides an understanding of the consequences of design
choices, with clear insight and identification of any changes
introduced by the design team.

Renovation
Deerns’ services help assess building performance and increase
the understanding of optimisation needs during renovation,
associating reliable data with engineering and performance targets.

Operation and maintenance
A BIM that is COBie compliant ensures the successful handover of
information useful for operation and maintenance. It reduces the
fragmentation of the design-build-operate process and minimises
costly investments favouring a Facility Management database that
serves as an effective and efficient operations and maintenance
interface, compliant with the design and construction model.

Addressing the issue of real business needs
Buildings are complex. Whether newly built or renovated, their
systems’ infrastructure is rarely built exactly as intended or
designed. Ultimately, built reality differs from design documents.
Design, operate and maintenance documents are fragmented and
when small adjustments are made over time, they are rarely updated
in the countless sets of data. Finally, it is often impossible to
know where systems belong, how they perform and whether
they should or can be optimised. Today, in our digitalised world,
an overabundance of information results in the feeling of having
less knowledge, especially when this data is not consistent, not
easily available or updated. Meanwhile, asset risk management,
environmental challenges, site availability and ambitious building
performance targets put pressure on the building owners and asset
managers. Instead of engaging in a frustrating, risky business,
where the true value and performance of an asset remains unknown.

DIScover offers a different approach!
Deerns believes that information is only useful when it is transparent,
consistent and applicable to the clients’ needs. Fragmented
information leads to miscommunication, resulting in errors and big
losses. Deerns has developed the DIScover, a reliable, consistent
and informative offering consisting of a 4-phased approach that
allows facility managers and building owners to gain full control over
their system infrastructures and design teams to better perform
their project targets. With DIScover, Deerns uses state-of-the-art

DIScover: combining reliable
engineering with innovation
By combining Engineering Consultancy with 3D Laser Scan
and Building Information Modelling (BIM), Deerns is able
to design building services whilst providing an interoperable,
consistent and reliable information database of assets. The
DIScover provides reliable support for the design, construction,
renovation and management of building operations, clearly
adding value to your core business and/by removing
decision-making risks.

Why work with Deerns?
As an international consulting engineering firm with an extensive
track record, Deerns plays a key role in helping the realisation
of an asset’s “DIScovered” Building Information Model from

3D scanning technology to provide a visual database of the current
situation, the latest software analytics to produce the most accurate
conversion of the state of operation and expertise to deliver a highly
informative and transparent model. DIScover provides a reliable
representation of a building’s systems, its components and its
performance. With detailed information integrated into the Building
Information Model (BIM), full control of operations is obtained.
When linked to your facility management system, it truly becomes
an intelligent data system, clearly illustrating a building’s operational
performance and relevant data. Upon completion of all four possible
phases, the outcome is:
• A complete and consistent database of all scanned areas
allowing for the simulation of future adaptations and management
of the systems’ infrastructure.
•	Effective use with minimal disruptions to ongoing operations.
•	The possibility to adapt and verify systems according to the
latest requirements and to virtually test the assets’ functions
according to specific needs prior to implementation.
• Improved and efficient design: construction based on reliable
and up-to-date information and optimised in-use stage allowing
for the optimisation of a building’s resources usage, maintenance
and renovation. It ultimately generates impressive savings in
time and costs and eliminates risks, impacting on your Operation
Expenditure during the building life cycle.

Using DIScover as catalyst
As the use of smart appliances become increasingly essential, the
DIScovered model of an asset provides the opportunity to integrate
all relevant business and building information, strategically gaining
an in-depth analysis of the asset, while reorganising possible
redundant information and multiple stakeholder interventions in the
project or building. Even end users can be informed about their
occupational effects inside the building as DIScover enables them
to discover their own impact: managed correctly this can increase
awareness, resulting in behavioural changes.

start to finish. We have vast experience in engineering services
and a specialised skill set in building modelling within the
complex markets in which we operate: Real Estate, Health
Care, Clean Technology, Airports and Data Centres. Our
mission to help our clients design a sustainable, safe and
comfortable built environment, supported by our keen eye
for the latest technologies, allows us to ensure that our clients
are future proof. We focus on questions such as “How are we
able to connect the building assets to new applications?”;
“How can the building performance in terms of energy
consumption be improved?”. Combining engineering and
consulting expertise, we present an integrated functional
database, based on the latest reliable innovations and most
advanced engineering skills.

